
 
 

 

Time is of crucial essence to 
players in the trading world. Every 
second counts. Getting the right 
information in short time enables 
traders/operators to make better 
and more profitable trading 
decisions. To enable this decision 
making, Wipro has built a digital 
assistant for traders to access 
information at their fingertips.

 Energy trader’s
 digital assistant

Updated information 
across the supply 
chain to make 
profitable decisions

A trader’s personal search engine

Wipro’s Energy trader’s digital assistant 
app searches, examines, organizes and 
presents business critical information 
spread across the organization in a 
comprehensible format.

Key takeaways:

 Voice enabled app that can
 be embedded across multiple
 relevant applications 

 Designed to be trader’s personal
 search engine

 Accessibility to key metrics
 helps in better decision making,
 advantageous during meetings
 and discussions, presentations
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Benefits:

• Make faster decisions more accurately with
 better insights

• Retrieve information quickly at your fingertips

• Optimize time with personal assistant to
 make key decisions based on your inputs 

Features:

• Provide instant information at the
 trader’s fingertips

• Can be embedded across multiple front/mid
 and back office systems (E.g. ETRM systems,
 risk metrics calculators, credit risk systems,
 price feed systems, temperature & weather
 data, reporting systems, logistics 
 systems, etc.) 

Information retrieval
with voice instructions

Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685, 
NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global 
information technology, consulting and 
business process services company. We 
harness the power of cognitive 
computing, hyper-automation, robotics, 
cloud, analytics and emerging 
technologies to help our clients adapt 
to the digital world and make them 
successful. A company recognized 
globally for its comprehensive portfolio 

of services, strong commitment to 
sustainability and good corporate 
citizenship, we have over 160,000 
dedicated employees serving clients 
across six continents. Together, we 
discover ideas and connect the dots to 
build a better and a bold new future.
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• Intelligent aggregation of information via
 Natural Language Processing

• Make decisions based on trader’s inputs
 (E.g. Create deals and input them directly
 into ETRM systems)


